SCOTLAND’S INTERNATIONAL
CRIME WRITING FESTIVAL

STIRLING // 20–22 SEPTEMBER 2019

DAVID BALDACCI — SHARI LAPENA — IAN RANKIN — DENISE MINA
ALEXANDER MCCALL SMITH — YRSA SIGURÐARDÓTTIR
STUART MACBRIDE — PROF. ANGELA GALLOP — DR. DAVID WILSON
RICHARD OSMAN — LISA JEWELL — AMBROSE PARRY

BLOODY SCOTLAND WOULD LIKE TO THANK…
SPONSORS & SUPPORTERS

No twists in the tale from
us, just expert accounting

Curly Coo Bar

FUNDERS

HW Fisher & Company’s Authors and Journalists Group
is dedicated to writers.
We have a thorough understanding of the relevant tax regulations and
many years’ experience in helping clients minimise their tax liability
and manage their finances effectively. We also specialise in forensic
accounting, including royalty audits for both authors and agents.
Managing your finances is time-consuming; we can take care of all
your accounting, leaving you free to concentrate on your plot twists.
HW Fisher & Company is a top 25 UK chartered accountancy firm
with offices in London and Watford.
Please contact Andrew Subramaniam for a free consultation.
T 020 7380 4947
E asubs@hwfisher.co.uk
www.hwfisher.co.uk
@HWFWriters

TO BE KEPT UP TO DATE WITH ALL THE LATEST NEWS, TICKET INFO
AND SPECIAL DEALS SIGN-UP TO OUR MAILING LIST AT:

BLOODYSCOTLAND.COM
AND FOLLOW US:

   @BLOODYSCOTLAND

INTRODUCTION

CHURCH OF
THE HOLY RUDE
STIRLING
Visit the site of the coronation of James VI
who was crowned King of Scotland in this
magnificent setting following the forced
abdication of his mother, Mary Queen of Scots
OPEN DAILY: 11am – 4pm (1 May – 30 Sep)
SUNDAY SERVICES HELD 11.30AM (JANUARY TO END JUNE)
AND 10.00AM (1 JULY TO 31 DECEMBER).

www.holyrude.org

WIN!

ALL THESE BOOKS
AND MORE AT

WWW.THECRIMEVAULT.COM

A warm welcome to Bloody Scotland 2019.
From our gala opening in the Church of the
Holy Rude and our torchlit procession from
Stirling Castle, until the last book has sold,
and the final author packed away, we
promise you a great weekend.
Among our array of bestselling international
writers this year are David Baldacci from the
USA, Yrsa Sigurðardóttir from Iceland, Michael
Robotham from Australia, and Shari Lapena from
Canada. Among the outstanding home team are
Ian Rankin and Alexander McCall Smith.
Apart from our authors, this year’s highlights
include a play at Stirling Sheriff Court based on
a real-life trial staged by the Faculty of Advocates.
We have two other true-crime panels that promise
to be fascinating. Criminologist Dr David Wilson
tells of his Life With Murderers, while Professor
Angela Gallop will disclose the grisly secrets of
her life as Britain’s foremost forensic scientist.
We also feature an author not yet published –
Richard Osman, co-presenter of BBC’s Pointless
who has penned his debut novel.

There are also the offbeat events that help
make Bloody Scotland what it is – the Scotland
v England crime writers’ football match, Crime
at the Coo, the quiz, and the Two Crime Writers
podcast. This year we have a new addition –
a Saturday night ceilidh where you are invited
to take the floor and dance the night away.
We are again giving new authors their chance
of a moment in the Spotlight as they act as warm
up acts for our Albert Halls events, and those
not yet published take their chances in front
of our Pitch Perfect industry panel.
We also offer our huge thanks and continued
gratitude to our sponsors and supporters
including; Stirling Council, Creative Scotland,
Waterstones, Stirling Gin, the Open University,
HW Fisher & Company, the Faculty of Advocates,
University of Stirling and Stirling Castle, without
whom this weekend could not take place. This
year, we are also delighted to welcome Go Forth
Stirling as a new sponsor of Bloody Scotland.
From the first page to the last, with a few twists
along the way, it will be a thriller.

CRIME IN THE
SPOTLIGHT
Bloody Scotland is continuing its drive to
support new authors by letting them share
a stage with the biggest names in the business.
Before the Albert Halls events, emerging
writers will have the chance to read from
their work. Spotlight authors have gone on
to great things, not least Graeme Macrae
Burnet who ‘opened’ for Ian Rankin
before being shortlisted for the
2016 Man Booker Prize.
Sponsored by
The Open University Scotland
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SAVE THE DATES FOR NEXT YEAR’S BLOODY SCOTLAND… 18 – 20 SEPTEMBER 2020

WHAT’S ON

THROUGHOUT THE FESTIVAL

FRIDAY 20 SEPTEMBER

WHAT’S ON

BLOODY SCOTLAND CRIME WRITING MASTERCLASS
FRI 20TH // 9AM – 4.45PM // GOLDEN LION HOTEL //
EARLY BIRD BOOKINGS (UNTIL 1 AUGUST 2019):
£90 / £80 // THEREAFTER: £100 / £90
Price includes lunch and refreshments.
Places are limited, book early to avoid disappointment.
Sharpen your pen, hone your writing skills and
be inspired by a full day of crime-writing advice
and tips with our Crime Writing Masterclass
which includes…

ABIR MUKHERJEE: RESEARCHING AND WRITING
HISTORICAL CRIME FICTION

BLOODY SCOTLAND:
CLASSIC CRIME FILMS AT THE TOLBOOTH
Bloody Scotland is delighted to announce a series of classic crime films
to be screened at the Tolbooth over the festival weekend including an
introduction to Reichenbach Falls by Ian Rankin.

The Trial
FRI 20TH // 8PM // £6 / £5

Stranger In The House
SUN 22ND // 1PM // £6 / £5

A dream-logic black comedy drama directed by
Orson Welles, who also wrote the screenplay
based on the novel of the same name by
Franz Kafka. (1962, approx 114min, PG)

Stranger In The House is a crime drama directed
and written by Pierre Rouve from the novel
by Georges Simenon. With thanks to Nick De
Grunwald. (1967, approx 107min, 15)

Reichenbach Falls
(Introduced by Ian Rankin)
SAT 21ST // 5PM // £6 / £5

The 39 Steps
SUN 22ND // 4PM // £6 / £5

TV Drama written by James Mavor and based
on an original idea by Ian Rankin. (2007, approx
75min, 15). With thanks to the BFI National
TV Archive.

The 39 Steps is a British thriller directed by
Alfred Hitchcock and starring Robert Donat
and Madeleine Carroll based on the novel
The Thirty-Nine Steps by John Buchan.
(1935, approx 86min, U)

The Wicker Man
SAT 21ST // 8:30PM // £6 / £5
British mystery horror film directed by
Robin Hardy. Described as “The Citizen Kane
of horror movies”. (1973, approx 95min, 15)
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Tickets and info at BLOODYSCOTLAND.COM // 01786 473544

The 2019 keynote will be delivered by bestselling
author Abir Mukherjee, who will talk about the
process of researching and writing his Wyndham
& Banerjee series, set in Raj era India. He’ll also
talk about his journey to publication through
the Telegraph Harvill Secker crime writing
competition and subsequently building a series,
from his CWA Historical Dagger winning A Rising
Man through to his third novel, Smoke and
Ashes, published in 2018. Abir lives in London
with his wife and two sons and grew up in the
West of Scotland.

RUSSEL D MCLEAN: HE SAID, SHE SAID, THEY SAID
– CREATING MEMORABLE DIALOGUE
The most memorable characters in crime fiction
are the ones with the strongest voices – from the
zinging back and forth of Raymond Chandler’s
characters to the low-key lines of Elmore
Leonard, learn how dialogue works not simply
as an expositional tool, but as a way of revealing
and differentiating your cast. Sometimes the
most revealing dialogue comes when your
characters can’t say what they want. Russel D
McLean is the author of seven novels and also
works as a freelance development editor. His
latest novel, Ed’s Dead, features a fast-talking
protagonist who becomes the most wanted
woman in Scotland. He lives in Glasgow and
teaches as part of the University of Dundee’s
Crime Writing and Forensics course.

SUSI HOLLIDAY AND STEPH BROADRIBB:
KILLER OPENINGS AND A CAPTIVATING SYNOPSIS
Whether you’ve got an idea for a crime thriller,
are partway through your work-in-progress, or
have a first draft competed, this masterclass
is for you. In this interactive, practical twohour session you’ll explore how to hook your
reader from the first page. You’ll look at the
essentials for creating an attention-grabbing
opening that will make the reader desperate
to read on, and learn how to put together a
killer synopsis, testing that you have all the
necessary ingredients for a page-turning story.
Susi Holliday and Steph Broadribb are both
crime writers and www.crimefictioncoach.com
writing coaches. Susi Holliday is the author of
the Banktoun series, The Deaths of December
and The Lingering. Steph Broadribb is the author
of the Lori Anderson thriller series and, as
Stephanie Marland, My Little Eye and
You Die Next.

THE DAY ALSO INCLUDES A PANEL ON CURRENT
CRIME MARKET TRENDS:
Featuring Jan Rutherford (Publicist and PR
Guru), James Oswald (Best-selling Author),
Sara Adams (Editor at Harvill Secker) and Jo
Dickinson (Publishing Director at Simon &
Schuster). Chaired by Dr Gill Tasker (Lecturer in
Publishing Studies at the University of Stirling).

MASTERCLASS ATTENDEES ALSO RECEIVE:
A free ticket to opening event with David
Baldacci and 10% discount on all other Bloody
Scotland 2019 tickets.
The Bloody Scotland Crime Writing Masterclass is
held in partnership with the University of Stirling’s
Creative Writing team, and the Stirling Centre for
International Publishing and Communication.

WHAT’S ON

FRIDAY 20 SEPTEMBER

FRIDAY 20 SEPTEMBER
David Baldacci

Gala Opening, McIlvanney Prize
and Torchlight Procession

FRI 20TH // 8.30 – 9.30PM // ALBERT HALLS // £10 / £9
We kick off Bloody Scotland 2019 in blockbuster
style with one of the world’s favourite thriller writers,
an author whose novels have dominated bestseller
charts, airport book shelves, and cinema listings.

FRI 20TH // 6.30 – 8PM //
CHURCH OF THE HOLY RUDE // £15

David Baldacci’s incredible career can perhaps best
be told in numbers. Lots of numbers. He has written
37 novels. All 37 have been national and international
bestsellers. His books are published in over 45
languages and in more than 80 countries. He has
sold over 130 million books worldwide. Let’s say that
again. 130 million book sales!

Unspeakable Podcast:
Janice Forsyth and Robert Florence
FRI 20TH // 5 – 6PM //
ALLAN PARK SOUTH CHURCH // £8 / £7
The Big Light presents Unspeakable Scotland.
Join TV comedy star Robert Florence and broadcaster
Janice Forsyth, for an exclusive live preview of this
Historic True Crime podcast series. Just like the
audience, Janice has no prior knowledge of Rab’s
grizzly tale, as he dissects one of his
favourite crimes from Scottish history.
Expect “Shock and Aw, Naw!” as master
storyteller, Rab, reveals the gory details
of an Unspeakable True Crime.

Women on Both Sides of the Law:
Alice Vinten and Mim Skinner
FRI 20TH // 5 – 6PM // GOLDEN LION BALLROOM // £9 / £8
Alice Vinten was a cop on the streets of London
for ten years. As a police constable in the Met, she
witnessed at first hand the melting pot that is the
UK’s largest city, complete with its inequalities,
dangers and struggles. Her memoir of her time on
the job, On The Line, is a gritty and gripping portrayal
of contemporary policing. Mim Skinner has seen
the other side of the fence. As a former prison art
teacher, she spent long hours with women behind
bars – women whose story she has decided to tell.
Her book, Jailbirds: Lessons From a Women’s Prison
is darkly funny yet heartbreakingly poignant as it
recounts individual stories of those caught in a
crumbling system. Together, they represent both
sides of the law. If you fight it, can you win?

WHAT’S ON

David’s latest book, One Good Deed, is a gripping
page turner, a dizzying cocktail of murder and family
secrets, a touch of romance and deeply-felt revenge.

Who will be crowned winner of the McIlvanney
Prize for 2019 as author of the best Scottish
crime novel of the year? Join us for a gala
occasion in the historic church where James VI
was crowned king of Scotland in 1567 to find out.
It was here that Mary Queen of Scots
worshipped, and John Knox preached. And
here that you can mingle with authors and
fellow readers and toast our winner with
Bloody Scotland cocktails as created by our
sponsor Stirling Gin. Then it’s time to collect
your flaming torch for our, now trademark,
procession from the esplanade of Stirling Castle
through the historic old town to the Albert
Halls. The procession of authors and readers
will be led by David Baldacci, resplendent in
kilt, alongside the McIlvanney Prize winner.
TICKETS FOR TORCHLIGHT
PROCESSION ONLY
You and your family can participate in the
torchlight procession too! Tickets are £10 per
adult (18 and over) or £8 for Stirling residents.
One adult ticket allows three children to
accompany the adult torchlight holder. Please
arrive at the castle esplanade from 6.45pm
for a safety briefing and to receive your torch.
Procession departs Stirling Castle Esplanade
at approximately 7.45pm. Event ends at
approximately 8.10pm in front of
the gates at the Albert Halls,
Corn Exchange Road.
Gala Opening, McIlvanney Prize and
Torchlight Procession sponsored
by the Faculty of Advocates.

Fresh from leading our torchlit parade, along with
the McIlvanney winner, David will talk about his life
and stellar career.

Two Crime Writers and a Microphone
FRI 20TH // 10 – 11.30PM // ALBERT HALLS // £10 / £9
The bad boys of the podcast world return.
Steve Cavanagh and Luca Veste take centre stage
with a live version of their hilarious audio show.
The two crime writers will discuss the world of
crime fiction – and the world at large – with a panel
of star guests featuring some of THE biggest names
in the genre. This time there will be no games, no
prisoners, no holding back. However, there will be
giggling. Probably a lot of it.
Oh, and there will be accents. And swearing.
Probably quite a lot of swearing. Sorry. But on the
plus side, there will be insight and laughter and
special guests, including Chris Brookmyre and
Abir Mukherjee. It's not to be missed!

Torchlight Procession is not recommended for under-5s and buggies are not allowed. Torchlight Procession is an outdoor event using wax-based torches, please
dress appropriately. Torchlight Procession is an incredibly safe event but we need participants to help maintain this. Please follow all safety instructions when
carrying torches in this event. Torches are wax based (like a big candle), safety guards are supplied to protect carrier’s hands from dripping wax. Please note,
when windy the wax from the torches can be blown onto clothing. Whilst easily removable (top tip – an iron and brown paper) please dress appropriately and
do not carry torches if wearing delicate fabrics. Spectators to the event are welcome but please DO NOT join the procession en-route or stand in front of the
procession to take photographs. Please book early to avoid disappointment as tickets are limited for this event. Full set of terms and conditions can be found at:
www.bloodyscotland.com/torch

Tickets and info at BLOODYSCOTLAND.COM // 01786 473544
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SATURDAY 21 SEPTEMBER

SATURDAY 21 SEPTEMBER

WHAT’S ON

Chris Brookmyre and Michael Robotham
SAT 21ST // 11.45AM – 12.45PM // ALBERT HALLS // £10 / £9
Meet two of the finest writers and most brilliant
raconteurs in the crime fiction canon. No pressure then on
Chris Brookmyre and Michael Robotham to entertain us!
A firm favourite with Bloody Scotland audiences, Chris
needs no introduction. The winner of the McIlvanney Prize
and the Theakston’s Crime Novel of the Year, his latest
book Fallen Angel tells of a nanny placed with the perfect
family who have the darkest secret.

Lisa Jewell and Ruth Ware
SAT 21ST // 10 – 11AM //
GOLDEN LION BALLROOM // £9 / £8
Meet two crime writers at the very top of their
game who are both redefining the crime novel and
returning it to a golden age.
Lisa Jewell had a glittering career in popular fiction
before ‘turning to crime’. She earned her sergeant
stripes with three chilling psychological thrillers
– I Found You, Then She Was Gone and Watching
You. Her latest, The Family Upstairs, establishes
her as a true crime fiction star.
Ruth Ware has rocketed to international stardom
in the last few years, hitting the top of bestseller
charts around the world. Her rise began with the
phenomenal success of her debut, In a Dark, Dark
Wood which was a Sunday Times bestseller and
a Richard and Judy Book Club choice. Her latest
novel, The Turn of the Key, is a Christie-like thriller
set in the Scottish Highlands.

My Life With Murderers:
Dr David Wilson with Lin Anderson
SAT 21ST // 10 – 11AM // ALBERT HALLS // £10 / £9
At the age of twenty-nine, Dr David Wilson became
the UK’s youngest prison governor. It was the start
of a long and distinguished career in which he
spent his working life behind bars with some of the
world’s most violent men.
He shared long hours with a variety of killers;
sometimes over a tense interview, sometimes over
a cup of tea, sometimes something a little stronger.
He says that some of those men have become his
friends. Others would like to kill him.
Dr Wilson will be discussing his life with murderers
with an author who has written many a fine murder,
Lin Anderson.

The McIlvanney Debut Prize
SAT 21ST // 10 – 11AM //
ALLAN PARK SOUTH CHURCH // £8 / 7
Meet the class of 2019, Scotland’s brightest and
shiniest new crime writing talent. The panel will be
formed by the shortlist for the inaugural McIlvanney
Debut Prize as voted for by our readers.
Scottish crime writing has never been in finer
fettle than it is right now, and this event will be a
wonderful chance to meet four authors whose first
book has marked them out for great things. Is the
next Rankin, McDermid or McIlvanney among them?
This is your opportunity to find out.
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Michael left his native Australia to become a senior
feature writer with the Daily Mail in London. We can
forgive him that though as he has forsaken journalism
to turn his hand to writing some of the best and most
original work in the genre. Now living in Sydney, he has
won the Crime Writers’ Association’s Gold Dagger, and
his novels have been translated into 25 languages.

Tickets and info at BLOODYSCOTLAND.COM // 01786 473544

Murder in Wild Places: Lucy Foley,
Douglas Skelton, CL Taylor

Alex Gray’s New Crimes: Jessica Barry,
Toby Faber, Lesley Kara, Dominic Nolan

SAT 21ST // 11.45AM – 12.45PM //
GOLDEN LION BALLROOM // £9 / £8

SAT 21ST // 11.45AM – 12.45PM //
ALLAN PARK SOUTH CHURCH // £8 / £7

When you’re in the open spaces of the Scottish
wilderness, no one can hear you scream. And when
you’re marooned on a small Scottish island there’s
nowhere to run.

Meet the cream of the crop of 2019’s crime debuts.
Bestselling author Alex Gray has carefully selected
four writers who she’s sure are headed for the top.

Remote highland settings are the killing fields for
three superb novels out in 2019. In Lucy Foley’s
acclaimed The Hunting Party, old friends gather
but murder also pays a visit. Secrets, lies, past sins
and new deaths are at the heart of two gripping
island-set mysteries – Douglas Skelton’s Thunder
Bay is on the fictional island of Stoirm, and CL
Taylor’s Sleep on the isle of Rum.

Jessica Barry has received widespread acclaim for
her heart stopping tale of a plane crash survivor’s
life in Freefall. In Toby Faber’s exhilarating Close to
the Edge a rush hour accident becomes something
much more sinister. Lesley Kara’s chilling debut
The Rumour became a Sunday Times bestseller for
its clever premise and twisty plot. Dominic Nolan’s
Past Life has been hailed as a heart wrenching and
beautifully written story of memories lost.

Tickets and info at BLOODYSCOTLAND.COM // 01786 473544
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Alexander McCall Smith
interviewed by Alex Gray
SAT 21ST // 1.30 – 2.30PM // ALBERT HALLS // £10 / £9

Come visit us at

Tour Bookings

LOWER CASTLEHILL
STIRLING FK8 1EN

AVAILABLE DAILY

Contact us at

Book online at

HELLO@STIRLINGGIN.CO.UK

STIRLINGGIN.CO.UK

It’s an open secret that we’ve been trying to lure Alexander McCall
Smith to Bloody Scotland since our first festival in 2012. We’ve offered
marzipan, free copies of Yachting Monthly, rare editions of WH Auden’s
poetry, and even scrambled eggs on toast with truffle oil and anchovy
paste (just a few of his favourite things). Yet, still we’d never managed to
get him here – until now. So, it’s with some excitement that we offer for
your delectation and delight, the creator of The No. 1 Ladies’ Detective
Agency. It’s 21 years since Mma Precious Ramotswe opened for business
and since then, these heart-warming tales from Botswana have become
one of this country’s biggest exports. 2019 also saw publication of The
Department of Sensitive Crimes, introducing Swedish detective Ulf Varg.
Alexander will be interviewed by Bloody Scotland co-founder Alex Gray.

Women in Gangland:
Mandasue Heller, Marnie Riches,
Anna Smith
SAT 21ST // 1.30 – 2.30PM //
ALLAN PARK SOUTH CHURCH // £8 / £7
You want tough, hard as nails heroines who do
whatever it takes to survive the mean streets?
Then you better ask nicer than that or you’re likely
to get a slap. These are characters who know how
to look after themselves.
In Mandasue Heller’s Brutal, a young woman turns
up in a remote farmhouse, with trouble in her
wake. Marnie Riches’ latest is Tightrope, in which
a female private investigator ends up being the one
uncovered. In Anna Smith’s new gangland thriller
Fight Back, Kerry Casey has to fight to stay top of
the Glasgow crime scene.
Come and meet three authors who are every bit
as interesting as the characters they’ve created.
Chaired by Dr. Jacky Collins.

The Pen Name is Mightier Than the Sword:
Haylen Beck, Sam Bourne, Jack Flynn
SAT 21ST // 1.30 – 2.30PM //
GOLDEN LION BALLROOM // £9 / £8
Meet three crime writers who have adopted
pseudonyms to write top-class thrillers, despite
being well-known and hugely successful under their
own names. Haylen Beck is the nom du guerre of
international bestseller Stuart Neville. His new novel
Lost You sees a mother in a desperate hunt for her
young son. Sam Bourne is the most successful male
thriller writer in the UK today and also flourishes in
his day job as journalist and broadcaster Jonathan
Freedland. David Hosp is a Boston trial lawyer who has
written five novels under his own name but it’s as Jack
Flynn that he has released the acclaimed blockbuster
Blood in the Water. Will the real author please stand
up? And, most of all, what have they got to hide?
Chaired by Karen Robinson, editor of The Times
and Sunday Times Crime Club.
Sponsored by The Times and
Sunday Times Crime Club

Stirling Distillery encourages responsible drinking
Tickets and info at BLOODYSCOTLAND.COM // 01786 473544
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SATURDAY 21 SEPTEMBER

WHAT’S ON

Bloody Scotland Crime Writers' Football Match:
Scotland v England
SAT 21ST // 2 – 3PM // COWANE’S HOSPITAL // FREE

You The Jury
– A play by Douglas Skelton
SAT 21ST // 2PM & 7.30PM //
STIRLING SHERIFF COURT // £8/£7

Welcome to the thud and blunder that is the annual
Scotland v England crime writers' football match on the
hallowed turf of Cowane’s Hospital bowling green with
The Bloody Cup at stake. Scotland won the inaugural match
13-1 in 2014 and triumphed again 6-2 in 2017, while the teams
played out a dramatic 5-5 draw in 2015. Other results also
occurred. The winners may write the history books, but the
losers write the festival brochure. Final line-ups will, as ever,
depend on fitness and deadlines but are set to include
Chris Brookmyre, Craig Robertson and Jonathan Whitelaw
for Scotland, while England will feature Mark Billingham,
Luca Veste and Howard Linskey.

A woman is found dead in her flat, a rope around her neck.
Was it suicide – as her husband suggests – or murder?
What’s it really like in a Scottish murder trial? Do lawyers
cry out “Objection”? Does the judge strike a gavel to maintain
order? Are there dramatic witness box confessions?

Special thanks to Cowane’s Hospital Maintenance Trust
for use of their grounds www.cowanes.org.uk

Find out in this reconstruction in a real court room,
based on an actual case, with real-life lawyers,
court staff and scientists playing their own parts.
And YOU could be on the jury!
Sponsored by the Faculty of Advocates

As a Social Enterprise with a strong ethical focus, Bookdonors is
proud to work with Bloody Scotland. We fully endorse their
work to support Scottish Authors and improve literacy.
Bookdonors is a not for profit organisation. We trade in second
hand books for the benefit of people, charities and the
environment with 100% of sales being used to fulfil our social
mission.
Each year we buy 2000 tonnes of books from over 400 Charity
shops. Our work gives employment to 30 people, many of whom
might otherwise be excluded from the job market. We are
passionate about literacy and believe that everyone should be able
to access books, hence our Books For All project.
We donate books to schools, community centres and other
non-profit organisation so that they can be enjoyed by all.

Please support us, buy your books from us:
Make a donation to Books For All
Find us at www.bookdonors.co.uk or just Google us
Become a “Friend of Bookdonors” through interest
bearing patient capital support.
Please contact Lawrie Hayworth, Founder and Managing Director
at lawrie@yarrowlea.co.uk or give me a call on

07917 668 315

Denise Mina and Louise Welsh

New Nordic Horizons: Kjell Ola Dahl,
Thomas Enger, Sif Sigmarsdóttir

SAT 21ST // 3.15 – 4.15PM //
ALBERT HALLS // £10 / £9
Crime fiction is populated by writers with
razor-sharp minds, rapier wits and finely-honed
social consciences but few embody these traits
better than Denise Mina and Louise Welsh.
They lead the pack in terms of the intelligence
and insightfulness of their work. For book after
book, they have shown how it should be done.
As if that wasn’t enough, they are both exceptional
speakers and are guaranteed to entertain and
inform in equal measure. Denise Mina’s latest novel
Conviction is a darkly-comic tale of obsession with
an unsolved crime. Louise Welsh’s No Dominion,
is a post-apocalyptic thriller, a love story and
a terrifying family drama all rolled into one.
Chaired by Janice Forsyth.

SAT 21ST // 3.15 – 4.15PM //
GOLDEN LION BALLROOM // £9 / £8
Scandinavian crime fiction continues to steamroll
all before it with an irresistible cocktail of bleak
landscapes, melancholy and angst. But, just as
there’s much more to Sweden than Abba and Ikea,
there’s a lot more to Nordic Noir than that.
Meet three northern stars who are shaking up
the established view of Scandi crime writing.
The Courier, a thrilling tale of intrigue in and after
World War Two, is the latest from Kjell Ola Dahl, the
Godfather of Nordic Noir. Thomas Enger’s Inborn is
a chilling exploration of the nature of evil and how
well we can truly know our families or ourselves.
Sif Sigmarsdóttir’s The Sharp Edge of a Snowflake
is a captivating, feminist YA thriller.

Tickets and info at BLOODYSCOTLAND.COM // 01786 473544
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The Axe-swinging 60s and the
Psycho 70s: Andrew Martin, Alan Parks,
Andrew Williams
SAT 21ST // 3.15 – 4.15PM //
ALLAN PARK SOUTH CHURCH // £8 / £7
For those of you in denial that the 1960s and 70s
can possibly be the setting for historical crime
fiction, then join the club. Sadly however, the cruel
sands of time bury even the grooviest of dead bodies.
The saving grace of this monstrous process is three
gripping noir novels that grab these decades by the
throat and squeeze the life out of them. Andrew
Martin’s The Winker is set in the sweltering summer
of 76 while Alan Parks’ February’s Son shivers on
the cold and mean streets of Glasgow in 1973,
and Andrew William’s Witchfinder sees a search
for spies in the swinging London of 1963.
Chaired by Karen Robinson, editor of The Times
and Sunday Times Crime Club.

WHAT’S ON

We Are Detectives: Mike Craven,
Mari Hannah, Peter Robinson
SAT 21ST // 5 – 6PM //
GOLDEN LION BALLROOM // £9 / £8
From Jack Laidlaw to John Rebus, from Jane Tennyson
to Harry Bosch, the police detective has long been
the dark, beating heart of the crime novel. Plain
clothes, plain speaking, plain old brilliant at catching
the bad guys, they are what make the genre tick.
Mike Craven’s DS Washington Poe is a relative
newcomer to the ranks of fictional detectives but his
appearance in Black Summer has already seen him
hailed as one of the best. Mari Hannah’s DCI David
Stone and DS Frankie Oliver form a dream detecting
team in The Scandal. Peter Robinson’s DCI Banks
may have been promoted to Superintendent in
Many Rivers to Cross, but he’s lost none of the
brilliance that has endeared him to legions of fans.

Sponsored by The Times and
Sunday Times Crime Club

Richard Osman with Mark Billingham
SAT 21ST // 5 – 6PM // ALBERT HALLS // £10 / £9
He is the tallest and smartest man on television – and
one of the most-loved too. You’d think that would be
enough for anyone but oh no, Richard Osman has only
gone and written a crime novel as well. The star of BBC’s
Pointless has signed a seven-figure deal for two books,
the first of which will be published in 2020.
Richard is a huge crime fiction fan – and, inevitably, very
knowledgeable about it too. We can’t let you see his new
book, The Thursday Murder Club, but we can give you a
fascinating and funny insight into it, courtesy of the man
himself. Richard will discuss his love of all things crime
fiction in the company of Mark Billingham.

Tickets and info at BLOODYSCOTLAND.COM // 01786 473544
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SATURDAY 21 SEPTEMBER

WHAT’S ON

Myth and History: Sandra Ireland,
Anna Mazzola, Mary Paulson Ellis
SAT 21ST // 5 – 6PM // ALLAN PARK SOUTH CHURCH // £8 / £7
When stories are told and years pass, truths and legends can
twist until one can’t be distinguished from the other. In the hands
of skilled storytellers such as these, the tapestry they produce
can be beguiling, unsettling and dangerous to know. Can a
long-dead warrior queen really be the key to a modern-day death
in Sandra Ireland’s The Unmaking of Ellie Rook? Are mythical
spirits responsible for the abduction of young girls on Skye
in Anna Mazzola’s The Story Keeper? And what secrets lie in
an old soldier’s past in The Inheritance of Solomon
Farthing by Mary Paulson-Ellis? Nothing is quite
what it seems.
Sponsored by the Curly Coo Bar

The Quiz
SAT 21ST // 6.30 – 7.30PM // ALBERT HALLS // £10 / £9
It’s a bit like Mastermind meets the Texas Chainsaw
Massacre. Or a mash up of Eggheads and Silence
of the Lambs. Above all, it’s Pointless with The
Usual Suspects.
Two teams of crime writers – captained by Denise
Mina and Mark Billingham – engage in a battle of
wits, completely unarmed, to see who can win the
much-coveted and completely non-existent Crime
Quiz Trophy 2019. Quizmaster Craig Robertson
will have all the questions, most of the answers,
and hopefully remembers to bring the contestants’
buzzers this year.
Sponsored by
The Crime Vault

The India Connection: Ajay Chowdury,
Abir Mukherjee, Trisha Sakhlecha
SAT 21ST // 6.30 – 7.30PM //
ALLAN PARK SOUTH CHURCH // £8 / £7
From India, with love. And dark secrets, death
and danger.
Ajay Chowdury is the inaugural winner of the Harvill
Secker and Bloody Scotland competition to find
a new crime writer from a BAME (black, Asian,
minority ethnic) background. He will tell us about
his debut novel which will be published in 2020.
Scotland’s own Abir Mukherjee has become an
international sensation in the space of three books
set in the land of his parents’ birth, while in Trisha
Sakhlecha’s much-anticipated debut Your Truth or
Mine, a knock at the door changes a young couple’s
life forever.

Caroline Kepnes and Shari Lapena
SAT 21ST // 6.30 – 7.30PM //
GOLDEN LION BALLROOM // £9 / £8
We are delighted to bring you two of the hottest
talents to emerge from North America in recent years.
Two authors who have enjoyed startling success
across the globe, both on screen and on the page.
Caroline Kepnes is the author of You, the perversely
brilliant thriller which was a major Netflix series.
Bookstore manager Joe’s obsession with would-be
writer Beck was a hypnotically chilling exploration
of the line between seduction and stalking.
Shari Lapena’s The Couple Next Door was a Sunday
Times bestseller and the bestselling novel of 2017.
She followed that with two more Sunday Times and
New York Times bestsellers and her latest book,
Someone We Know is set to confirm her rise towards
being a superstar of the genre.
Chaired by Dr. Jacky Collins.
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Tickets and info at BLOODYSCOTLAND.COM // 01786 473544

A Twist on the Cosy: Vaseem Khan,
Catriona McPherson and Lynne Truss
SAT 21ST // 8 – 9PM //
GOLDEN LION BALLROOM // £9 / £8
It’s always the quiet ones you have to watch.
Some novels – and their authors – may look harmless
but murder is murder, whether it comes with a baby
elephant or a side plate of whimsy.
In Vaseem Khan’s fabulous Bad Day at the Vulture
Club, the body of a slain industrialist is left on
holy ground to be devoured by vultures. Catriona
McPherson’s Strangers at the Gate starts out in the
Christie country house tradition, but it takes a turn.
It’s a contemporary, punchy novel that becomes ever
more suspenseful and unnerving. The Man That Got
Away is the second in Lynne Truss’s joyfully quirky
Twitten series set on the not-so-mean streets
of Brighton.

Ian Rankin interviewed by a special guest
SAT 21ST // 8 – 9PM // ALBERT HALLS // £10 / £9
He’s the man who led the Tartan Noir charge to
the top of international bestseller charts. He’s
the creator of the iconic Detective Inspector John
Rebus who sets the standard for crime fiction
cops everywhere and is as recognisable a part of
Edinburgh as Princes Street and the Castle.
Ian has – by the last count – sold some 30 million
books that have been translated into thirty-six
languages and have been bestsellers around the
world. In a House of Lies is, incredibly, the 22nd
John Rebus book yet somehow the series still
manages to go from strength to strength. As a
contemporary social commentator – and thrilling
storyteller – Ian Rankin has few rivals.
Special guest interviewer to be announced shortly.

Tickets and info at BLOODYSCOTLAND.COM // 01786 473544
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WHAT’S ON

EXPLORE

STIRLING

Trading Places: Gordon Brown,
MJ Cross, Helen Fields

Crime at the Coo
SAT 21ST // 8.30PM – LATE //
THE CURLY COO BAR // £10

SAT 21ST // 8 – 9PM //
ALLAN PARK SOUTH CHURCH // £8 / £7
A change, they say, is as good as a rest. But these
three authors prove that it can be so much more
than that. It can be thrilling, it can be deadly, and
it can make for a fabulously good book.
Gordon Brown has swapped the mean streets of
Glasgow for Los Angeles for his new novel Highest
Lives, which features a new super-priced narcotic for
the ultra-rich. In What She Saw Last Night, MJ Cross
has traded his first name from Mason to MJ and his
location from the USA to the UK, but he has lost none
of the style which made his Carter Blake novels so
riveting. Helen Fields has gone even further, adopting
a new name – HS Chandler – for a new series of
psychological thrillers, starting with Degrees of Guilt.
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Discover the sights and sounds of Stirling
with the Explore Stirling APP including our
NEW film location trail.
Guided by locals who know the area best through
narrated walking, cycling and driving routes.
Why not also take part in Stirling’s Archaeology Month this September or Doors Open Day on 14th & 15th
September? For more information visit Facebook @StirlingArchaeology or doorsopendays.org.uk

On your marks, get set, go… for the fastest selling
tickets of the festival. The Curly Coo bar on
Barnton Street is the home of our Saturday night
bacchanalia where bestselling authors will step
up to the microphone for your delight.
We’ve had Val McDermid sing ballads, we’ve
had the Slice Girls on the bar, Chris Brookmyre
swearing like ****, Steve Cavanagh doing poetry.
Who knows what this year will bring?
Yes, it will be busy. Yes, you might struggle to
get a seat. Yes, it will be great fun, as always.
So, grab yourself an alibi and let them
entertain you.

Chaired by Neil Broadfoot.

The Killer Ceilidh
SAT 21ST // 10PM – MIDNIGHT //
GOLDEN LION BALLROOM // £15
Take the floor for our first-ever Bloody Scotland
ceilidh. Don’t worry if you don’t know your Orcadian
Strip the Willow from your Eightsome Reel. All will
be explained! We’ll be Military Twostepping, we’ll be
dancing the St Bernard’s Waltz and everyone will be
doing the Dashing White Sergeant.
Get ready to bounce on your bunions and waggle
your wallies. If you can’t find a partner, use a
wooden chair. The Killer Ceilidh is going to rock.
Featuring The Smoking Barrel Ceilidh band and
readings from poet Stephen Watt’s crime novel
in verse, Fairy Rock.

Tickets and info at BLOODYSCOTLAND.COM // 01786 473544
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WHAT’S ON

A Mirror To Society: Paul Burston,
Sarah Hilary, William Shaw
SUN 22ND // 12.45 – 1.45PM //
ALLAN PARK SOUTH CHURCH // £8 / £7
Crime fiction can’t always be fun and games and blood
and gore, sometimes it has to offer more. These authors do
exactly that with novels that, while still succeeding in being
gripping thrillers, also forensically examine some of the
most relevant and contemporary issues.

Desert Island Crooks: Abir Mukherjee,
Caro Ramsay, Craig Robertson

When the Dogs Don’t Bark:
Professor Angela Gallop

SUN 22ND // 11AM – 12PM //
GOLDEN LION BALLROOM // £9 / £8

SUN 22ND // 11AM – 12PM //
ALBERT HALLS // £10 / £9

Join author Jonathan Whitelaw as he takes three
intrepid writers and leaves them on a desert island
with only their favourite books for company.
No music, no luxury item, no Complete Works
of Shakspeare, no Bible.

After joining the Forensic Science Service, the first
crime scene that Angela Gallop attended was for a
case involving the Yorkshire Ripper. In the 40 years
that have followed, she has become the most soughtafter forensic scientist in the UK and also works on a
wide range of cases in countries around the world.

Abir Mukherjee, Caro Ramsay and Craig Robertson,
will discuss the five books they couldn’t be without
if they were stuck in the wilderness. From guilty
pleasures to all-time classics, the panel will take
a light-hearted look at each other’s choices,
champion their favourites and open the discussion
up to the audience to get their views.
And maybe, just maybe, if they’re very good, there
will be an SOS call at the end.

Her skills have helped solve many high-profile
murders including those of Stephen Lawrence,
Damilola Taylor, Rachel Nickell and Roberto Calvi.
When the Dogs Don’t Bark is the remarkable story
of a life spent searching for the truth as Professor
Gallop takes us to the scene of the crime.
Chaired by Dr Jim Turner, Senior Lecturer in Forensic
Psychology, The Open University.

Till Death Do Us Part : Louise Candlish,
Helen Fitzgerald, Catherine Steadman

Spend an hour in the company of two great
friends and great authors and enjoy the pleasure
of eavesdropping as they talk about their career
in books.

SUN 22ND // 11AM – 12PM //
ALLAN PARK SOUTH CHURCH // £8 / £7
A sleepless night, a nervous breakfast and a hefty dose
of tension. All are guaranteed for those brave enough to
pitch their novel ideas to our panel of industry experts.
However, the rewards for doing so can be great. The likes
of Joseph Knox, Matt Wesolowski and Steph Broadribb
have all emerged from Pitch Perfect to secure publishing
deals and major success. This year’s panel includes
Emad Akhtar, editor at Orion; Holly Domney, publishing
co-ordinator at Black Thorn Books; Mark Stanton,
literary agent at the North Agency; and Karen Robinson,
editor of The Times and Sunday Times Crime Club.
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Lin Anderson and Alex Gray
SUN 22ND // 12.45 – 1.45PM //
ALBERT HALLS // £10 / £9

Pitch Perfect

If you would like to pitch your novel idea to the panel
visit bloodyscotland.com/pitch2019 to find out more
and take part.

Paul Burston’s The Closer I Get is a taut and brilliant study
of the dangers of online relationships. Sarah Hilary’s latest
novel, Never Be Broken, is a searing indictment of young
lives lost cheaply, while social divisions are heartbreakingly
explored in William Shaw’s Deadland.

Sponsored by
Open University
Scotland

Tickets and info at BLOODYSCOTLAND.COM // 01786 473544

Lin is best known as the creator of the forensic
scientist Rhona MacLeod thrillers. There are now
14 books in this consistently brilliant series, from
the first, Driftnet, to the latest, Time for the Dead
in which Rhona returns to her roots on the Isle of
Skye. Alex Gray’s Lorimer series has also stood the
test of time. There are now 17 hugely popular novels
featuring the now Detective Superintendent William
Lorimer. The latest is the Sunday Times top ten
bestseller The Stalker. The body of a young woman
is discovered in Bellahouston Park and Lorimer
knows he has a repeat killer on his hands.

SUN 22ND // 12.45 – 1.45PM //
GOLDEN LION BALLROOM // £9 / £8
Love and marriage. They go together like divorce and
disparage – and murder.
From the twisted and brilliant imaginations of three
authors, comes reasons why no one in their right
mind would tie the knot, except round their loved
one’s throat. In Louise Candlish’s number one
bestseller Our House, a husband’s catastrophic
mistake becomes his wife’s nightmare. Helen
Fitzgerald follows the international success of The
Cry with the deliciously dark and unputdownable
Worst Case Scenario, and Catherine Steadman
(who played Mabel Lane Fox in Downton Abbey)
became a New York Times bestseller with her tale
of the perfect couple who face a moral dilemma
when they find Something in the Water.

Chaired by Janice Forsyth.
Tickets and info at BLOODYSCOTLAND.COM // 01786 473544
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THERE’S BEEN A
PAPERBACK

WHAT’S ON

The Emerald Guile: Jane Casey,
Steve Cavanagh, Olivia Kiernan

Partners in Crime:
Nicci French and Ambrose Parry

SUN 22ND // 2.30 – 3.30PM //
GOLDEN LION BALLROOM // £9 / £8

SUN 22ND // 2.30 – 3.30PM //
ALBERT HALLS // £10 / £9

While the Scots and the Scandis have long punched
– and strangled, stabbed and shot – way above their
weight in the world of crime fiction, their positions
are coming under threat from the Emerald Isle.
A wave of supremely talented writers from north
and south of the Irish border has coming crashing
into the genre.

Tips on how to keep your marriage fresh #27.
Write gripping, bestselling murder mysteries together
before you turn in for the night. Meet two Mr & Mrs
who combine to produce some of the best crime
fiction around. But how do they do it without killing
each other?

International bestseller Jane Casey’s latest Maeve
Kerrigan thriller is the chilling Cruel Acts, Steve
Cavanagh has followed up the phenomenal success
of Thirteen with the equally brilliant Twisted, and
Olivia Kiernan’s masterful The Killer in Me makes
perfect use of its Dublin setting.

Husband and wife team Nicci Gerrard and Sean
French combine as Nicci French to be the authors
of 22 bestselling novels, including the brilliant
Frieda Klein series. Chris Brookmyre and wife Marisa
Haetzman are collectively known as Ambrose Parry,
author of the highly-acclaimed The Way of All Flesh
and the follow up The Art of Dying.

Sponsored by
University of Stirling

Together, they will tell all about the most domestic
of noirs.

Spy Sisters: Sarah Armstrong,
Asia Mackay, Charlotte Philby
SUN 22ND // 2.30 – 3.30PM //
ALLAN PARK SOUTH CHURCH // £8 / £7
The shadowy world of espionage was once a largely male
preserve, both in reality and in fiction. Wikipedia lists 126
notable writers of spy fiction, both past and present – of those,
just two are women. But things are beginning to change.

RRP

£8.99

We present three spy novelists whose ability to layer intrigue
upon international incident isn’t bounded by gender. Sarah
Armstrong mesmerises in The Wolves of Leninsky Prospekt,
while Asia Mackay’s stylish debut Killing It does exactly that.
Charlotte Philby, granddaughter of infamous double agent
Kim Philby, is the author of the highly-acclaimed The Most
Difficult Thing.
Chaired by Anna Day.
Tickets and info at BLOODYSCOTLAND.COM // 01786 473544
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WHAT’S ON

The International Crime Fiction Convention

Where the Pen is Bloodier Than the Sword

Quality crime, dystopia, thrillers & noir
. . . from Bloody Scotland and beyond

Yrsa Sigurðardóttir
interviewed by a special guest

Gothic Institutions: Oscar de Muriel,
Craig Russell, ES Thomson

SUN 22ND // 4 – 5PM //
ALBERT HALLS // £10 / £9

SUN 22ND // 4 – 5PM //
GOLDEN LION BALLROOM // £9 / £8

Bristol

Until recent years, Iceland’s biggest exports were
aluminium and fillets of fish – but things have
changed greatly. Suddenly, it is the country’s
crime writers that are in demand.

Deliciously dark, stylishly sinister and always
atmospheric, the world of gothic crime fiction is
a fertile breeding ground for dangerous
imaginations such as these.

www.crimefest.com

Led by the undisputed Queen of Icelandic Noir,
our prestigious guest, Yrsa Sigurðardóttir, a wave
of stunning crime fiction voices has emerged
from this relatively crime-free country.

In Oscar de Muriel’s latest book, The Darker Arts,
a 19th century seance for three of Edinburgh’s
wealthiest families ends in their deaths. Craig
Russell’s The Devil Aspect is a thrilling, twisting
descent into the minds of six homicidal lunatics
caged in a Czech asylum. ES Thomson again
delights with Surgeon’s Hall, the fourth in her
series featuring apothecary Jem Flockhart.

SAV E T H E D AT E

7-10 May 2020

Her latest novel is the stunning The Absolution,
her ninth novel in English. When a teen is
murdered, the police find out the same way
everyone else does – on Snapchat. When other
teens go missing, Freyja and Huldar must stop
it before it spins out of control.
Special guest interviewer to be announced shortly.

Chaired by Justin Edwards.
Sponsored by
University of Stirling

Europe: Still Here. Still Game.
Toni Hill, Philip Gwynne Jones
and Johana Gustawsson
SUN 22ND // 4 – 5PM // ALLAN PARK SOUTH CHURCH // £8 / £7
So, last year we had a panel of pan-European authors to
mark our last festival with the UK in the EU. Well, as you
might have read, that didn’t go exactly according to plan.
Maybe if they had had a plan…
Anyway, the bonus is we get to do it again. Toni Hill is a
hugely respected Spanish author whose latest book is
Tigres de Cristal. Philip Gwynne Jones has lived in Holland,
Germany and Scotland and now lives in Venice. His new
book is The Venetian Masquerade. Johana Gustawsson
is half-French, half-Spanish and her books are set in
Sweden. The latest is Blood Song.

Tickets and info at BLOODYSCOTLAND.COM // 01786 473544
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Stuart MacBride and Mark Billingham
SUN 22ND // 5.30 – 6.30PM //
ALBERT HALLS // £10 / £9
Expect the unexpected. It’s true of any good crime
novel and it’s certainly true of an afternoon in the
company of two of the best and biggest names in
the business. We’d like to tell you what they’re going
to talk about, but it could be anything from their
latest books to the time one of them shot a man in
Reno just to watch him die. What is guaranteed
is a fascinating hour laced with anecdotes, insights
and laughter.
Stuart’s latest Logan McRae thriller is the brilliant
All That’s Dead. A war is brewing between the
factions for and against Scottish nationalism,
and there’s blood on the streets. Mark’s newest
novel is the dazzling Their Little Secret, where
Tom Thorne is investigating a woman’s suicide
and he’s convinced she was driven to it by a man
preying on vulnerable women.

WHAT’S ON

All in the (Dysfunctional) Family:
Doug Johnstone, Michael J Malone,
Iain Maitland
SUN 22ND // 5.30 – 6.30PM //
GOLDEN LION BALLROOM // £9 / £8
You can choose your friends, but you can’t kill
your family. It’s the first law of both domestic bliss
and the legal system. However, in these three
heart-breaking novels, it is sorely tempting.
In Doug Johnstone’s superb Breakers, 17-year-old
Tyler is a good kid in the wrong family, trying to
do the right thing against all the odds. Michael J
Malone’s emotionally charged In the Absence of
Miracles is an exploration of family secrets and the
damage done by keeping them hidden too long.
The family in Iain Maitland’s Mr Todd’s Reckoning
is driving each other crazy. One father and one son;
and one of them has developed a taste for killing.

PARTNERS IN CRIME
Bloody Scotland is an independent charity, established in 2011
to present the very best of Scottish and international crime writing.
We rely on a combination of sponsorship, grants, box office sales
and donations to support our activity.
Our Partners in Crime patron scheme allows you to support
the work of Scottish crime writers by donating to the festival.

BLOODYSCOTLAND.COM/PATRON
Patrons: Alanna Knight, Lin Macmillan, Mysti and Dale Berry, Cathy Adamson

Tickets and info at BLOODYSCOTLAND.COM // 01786 473544
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Stirling is about 35 minutes from Glasgow (Queen
Street Station) and 50 minutes from Edinburgh
(Haymarket and Waverley stations) with three
direct services an hour from Glasgow and two from
Edinburgh. There are also direct services to London,
Aberdeen, Dundee and Inverness. For timetables
go to travelinescotland.com or call Traveline on
0870 608 2608.

BY AIR
Most travellers arrive at Edinburgh or Glasgow
airports which all have branches of leading car hire
operators and taxi services. You can take a tram from
Edinburgh Airport to Edinburgh Park and change
there to take a train to Stirling. Edinburgh Trams
run services from every 7 minutes from the airport
to Edinburgh city centre with a journey time of 25
minutes. Services to the city centre operate between
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Most tickets (where listed) are available at a
concessionary rate (£1 off) if you are a student,
unemployed, registered disabled, over 60 or
under 16.
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BSL interpretation is available at events on
request. Email: info@bloodyscotland.com to
request this free service.
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Stirling is a vibrant Scottish city just one hour from
both Glasgow and Edinburgh. With so much to see
and do in Stirling, it’s hard to know where to start
so we recommend visiting www.yourstirling.com
to plan your trip and itinerary.
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Albert Halls, Albert Pl,
Dumbarton Rd, FK8 2QL
Allan Park South Church,
Dumbarton Rd, FK8 2LQ
Church of the Holy Rude
St John Street, FK8 1ED
Cowane’s Hospital,
49 John St, FK8 1ED
Curly Coo Bar,
51 Barnton St, FK8 1HH
Stirling Castle
Castle Esplanade, FK8 1EJ
Stirling Gin Distillery,
9 Lower Castlehill, FK8 1EN
Stirling Sheriff Court
Viewfield Place, FK8 1NH
Tolbooth,
Jail Wynd, FK8 1DE
The Golden Lion Hotel,
8–10 King St, FK8 1DQ

We are committed to making Bloody Scotland
an accessible festival. Please note: The Golden
Lion Hotel has a wheelchair lift at its front
entrance on King Street and Bloody Scotland
is providing a mini-bus service between venues
for those that need it. Full venue accessibility
information is available on our website or email:
info@bloodyscotland.com to inform us of any
access needs.

A9 Burghmuir Rd.
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06:18–22:48 hours. Edinburgh Airport also has a 24
hour bus service, running every 10 mins at peak times
and 30 mins at night. It leaves outside the terminal
and stops at Haymarket Terrace for direct rail and
bus services to Stirling. Glasgow Airport has a
quarter hourly bus service taking around 25 minutes
to Glasgow city centre. It leaves from outside the
terminal and stops at Buchanan Street Bus Station
for direct services to Stirling. Queen Street Railway
Station is a five minute walk.

BY ROAD
Stirling is linked to Scotland’s motorway and trunk
road network including the M9/A9 to Edinburgh,
Perth and Inverness and the M80 to Glasgow.
The Thistles shopping centre has two large car parks.
T1 car park opening hours: Fri: 8am—5.30pm,
Sat: 8am—6pm & Sun 9am—5pm. T2 car park opening
hours: Fri—Sat 8am—6pm, Sun 9am—5pm. If you are
arriving by car, then leave the M9 from Junctions
9 or 10 and follow the signs for Stirling city centre.
If using a sat nav the postcode is: FK8 2EA. (Hours
correct at time of going to press. Please check at:
www.thistlesstirling.com/car-park for any changes
during the festival weekend).

Tickets and info at BLOODYSCOTLAND.COM // 01786 473544

Bloody Scotland regrets that once purchased,
tickets cannot be transferred, exchanged
or refunded.

SEATING
Seating at all events is unreserved. Please advise
the box office at the time of booking if you require
a wheelchair space or have any specific needs
and we will do our best to accommodate them.

STIRLING DISCOUNT
A 10% discount is available to people residing in
the Stirling Council area. This is available across
all sales channels and you must give your address
at the time of booking.

BUY TICKETS
ONLINE
24 hour booking at
bloodyscotland.com

BY PHONE
01786 473544
(Mon–Fri 9am–5pm)

IN PERSON
Purchase tickets from The Albert Halls
Box Office in Stirling, Mon–Fri (9am–5pm)
or Tolbooth Theatre Box Office in
Stirling, Tue–Sat (10am–6pm).
In addition, full box office facilities will be
available on site at the Golden Lion Hotel
and The Albert Halls throughout the festival
weekend. Please note there will be no box
office facility at Allan Park South Church.
Please allow time to pick up your tickets
before the event begins. The box office
can post your tickets for 50p or they can
be picked up for free from the box office.
We do not charge any booking or
transaction fees.

Visit bloodyscotland.com/localdiscount
for details.

FREE STANDBY TICKETS
We don’t want the price to be prohibitive to you
coming to Bloody Scotland and while we can’t
help with travel or accommodation costs, we
can offer you a free standby ticket on the day
of the event if there is good availability*. These
tickets are available to the unemployed or those
on a low income, on the day of the event and
limited to one per person. *Good availability
is defined as over 10 tickets available for sale.
Visit bloodyscotland.com/standby for details.

AUTHOR PHOTO CREDITS:
Rolf M Aagaard (Kjell Ola Dahl), Lou Abercrombie (Anna Mazzola), Kirsty Anderson (Alexander
McCall Smith), Claire Armstrong (Sarah Armstrong), Guy Bell (David Baldacci), Hamish Brown
(Ian Rankin), Eoin Carey (ES Thomson & Stephen Watt), Jonathon Craig (Craig Russell), Gemma
Day (Ruth Ware & Jessica Barry), Krystyna FitzGerald-Morris (Paul Burston), Phillipa Gedge
(Sam Bourne & Lucy Foley), Ollie Grove (Haylen Beck & Denise Mina), Lou Inman (Anna Smith),
Roo Lewis (Charlotte Philby), Norman McBeath (Mary Paulson-Ellis) Bob McDevitt (Michael J
Malone), Mark Mainz (Stuart MacBride), Tony Mott (Michael Robotham), Linda Nylind (Sarah
Hilary), Nottinghan Trent University (Angela Gallop), Philip O’Neill (Stuart Neville), Tristan
Ostler (Shari Lapena), Photos by Annemarie (Sandra Ireland), Paul Reich (Chris Brookmyre),
Fraser Rice (Val McDermid), Euan Robertson (Alan Parks), Rachell Smith (Caroline Steadman),
Alan Trotter (Ambrose Parry), Kitty Wheeler (William Shaw), Andrew Whitton (Lisa Jewell),
Victoria Young (Donald Findlay), Roger Branson (Philip Gwynne Jones), Elsa L. Blossom (Johana
Gustawsson), Charlie Hopkinson (Alex Gray), Lewis Khan (Claire Askew) and Charlotte Knee
(Harriet Tyce).
Film reel image: Photo by Denise Jans
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FRIDAY 20TH SEPTEMBER
CRIME WRITING MASTERCLASS
WOMEN ON BOTH SIDES OF THE LAW: ALICE VINTEN, MIM SKINNER
UNSPEAKABLE PODCAST: JANICE FORSYTH, ROBERT FLORENCE
GALA OPENING, MCILVANNEY PRIZE AND TORCHLIGHT PROCESSION
FILM: THE TRIAL
DAVID BALDACCI
TWO CRIME WRITERS AND A MICROPHONE
SATURDAY 21ST SEPTEMBER
MY LIFE WITH MURDERERS: DR DAVID WILSON WITH LIN ANDERSON
LISA JEWELL AND RUTH WARE
MCILVANNEY DEBUT PRIZE PANEL
CHRIS BROOKMYRE AND MICHAEL ROBOTHAM
MURDER IN WILD PLACES: LUCY FOLEY, DOUGLAS SKELTON, CL TAYLOR
ALEX GRAY’S NEW CRIMES: JESSICA BARRY, TOBY FABER, LESLEY KARA, DOMINIC NOLAN
ALEXANDER MCCALL SMITH INTERVIEWED BY ALEX GRAY
THE PEN NAME IS MIGHTIER THAN THE SWORD: HAYLEN BECK, SAM BOURNE, JACK FLYNN
WOMEN IN GANGLAND: MANDASUE HELLER, MARNIE RICHES, ANNA SMITH
YOU THE JURY – A PLAY BY DOUGLAS SKELTON
CRIME WRITERS' FOOTBALL MATCH
DENISE MINA AND LOUISE WELSH
NEW NORDIC HORIZONS: KJELL OLA DAHL, THOMAS ENGER, SIF SIGMARSDÓTTIR
THE AXE-SWINGING 60S AND THE PSYCHO 70S: ANDREW MARTIN, ALAN PARKS, ANDREW WILLIAMS
RICHARD OSMAN WITH MARK BILLINGHAM
WE ARE DETECTIVES: MIKE CRAVEN, MARI HANNAH, PETER ROBINSON
MYTH AND HISTORY: SANDRA IRELAND, ANNA MAZZOLA, MARY PAULSON ELLIS
FILM: REICHENBACH FALLS (INTRODUCED BY IAN RANKIN)
CAROLINE KEPNES AND SHARI LAPENA
THE INDIA CONNECTION: AJAY CHOWDURY, ABIR MUKHERJEE, TRISHA SAKHLECHA
THE QUIZ
YOU THE JURY – A PLAY BY DOUGLAS SKELTON
IAN RANKIN INTERVIEWED BY A SPECIAL GUEST
A TWIST ON THE COSY: VASEEM KHAN, CATRIONA MCPHERSON AND LYNNE TRUSS
TRADING PLACES: GORDON BROWN, MJ CROSS, HELEN FIELDS
FILM: THE WICKERMAN
CRIME AT THE COO
KILLER CEILIDH: STEPHEN WATT, THE SMOKING BARREL CEILIDH BAND
SUNDAY 22ND SEPTEMBER
WHEN THE DOGS DON’T BARK: PROFESSOR ANGELA GALLOP
DESERT ISLAND CROOKS: ABIR MUKHERJEE, CARO RAMSAY, CRAIG ROBERTSON
PITCH PERFECT
LIN ANDERSON AND ALEX GRAY
TILL DEATH DO US PART: LOUISE CANDLISH, HELEN FITZGERALD, CATHERINE STEADMAN
A MIRROR TO SOCIETY: PAUL BURSTON, SARAH HILARY, WILLIAM SHAW
FILM: STRANGER IN THE HOUSE
PARTNERS IN CRIME: NICCI FRENCH AND AMBROSE PARRY
THE EMERALD GUILE: JANE CASEY, STEVE CAVANAGH, OLIVIA KIERNAN
SPY SISTERS: SARAH ARMSTRONG, ASIA MACKAY, CHARLOTTE PHILBY
YRSA SIGURÐARDÓTTIR INTERVIEWED BY A SPECIAL GUEST
GOTHIC INSTITUTIONS: OSCAR DE MURIEL, CRAIG RUSSELL, ES THOMSON
EUROPE: STILL HERE. STILL GAME. TONI HILL, PHILIP GWYNNE JONES AND JOHANA GUSTAWSSON
FILM: THE 39 STEPS
STUART MACBRIDE AND MARK BILLINGHAM
ALL IN THE (DYSFUNCTIONAL) FAMILY: DOUG JOHNSTONE, MICHAEL J MALONE, IAIN MAITLAND
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